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Character Sheet:

Character name: Casidus “Dreadnaught”
Age: 27
Place of origin: Planet Parallax

Family members and Friends Brief biography

● Father: Samuel
● Mother: Mel
● Sister: Samera
● Moral Code: There is always a

balance between doing what’s right
and doing what’s necessary. If you
must fight, strike hard and fast.
Overwhelm your opponent until he
either gives up or dies.

● Parents separated.
● Casidus spent time learning

engineering from his mother and
working the farms with his father.
His father also trained him in
hand-to-hand combat.

● The Durant Empire slew Casidus’
family, with only his sister surviving.

● Casidus becomes an ARMS pilot to
earn a living and move across the
galaxy.

● Casidus assists rebel armies
across the galaxy in their fight
against the Durant Empire.

● After seeing no change, Casidus
sets out on a journey to find the
Eclipse Saber, a weapon of
astronomical power.

Two truths about the character One lie the character tells about themself

● He will protect his sister no matter
the cost.

● Skeptical about everyone but
sometimes can’t quell his desire to
help those that are suffering.

● Only those willing to fight deserve
to live.

Appearance details Enemies

● Black Shirt, pants, and boots.
● Scavenged battle armor
● Beige linen cape
● Height: 5’11”
● Skin: Dark Brown
● Eyes: Black
● Hair: Black

● The Durant Empire. They killed his
family and burned Parallax’s farms.
They threaten to make every planet
subservient to them through force
if necessary.

● ARMS race contenders. Casidus
becomes a superior pilot from his
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● Build: Athletic
● Face Paint: Three-Stripped Tiger
● Wears a gentle scowl
● Often brooding in mixed company.

He has a nice and gentle attitude to
loyal allies and friends.

● Carries a standard military blaster,
an extendable short sword, and a
hidden dagger.

battles in the underground circuit.
He defeats a pro-ARMS pilot and
has a hit placed on him to maintain
the pilot’s reputation.

● Any planet or person aligned with
the Durant Empire.

● Space pirates in search of the
Eclipse Saber.

Character name: Samera “Light-Drifter”
Age: 23
Place of origin: Planet Parallax

Family members and Friends Brief biography

● Father: Samuel
● Mother: Mel
● Brother: Casidus
● Moral Code: If you must fight, strike

hard and fast. Overwhelm your
opponent until he either gives up or
dies. Maintain a gentle and caring
spirit, even if you must keep a
hardened exterior.

● Parents separated.
● Mother taught her engineering.

Casidus taught Samera
hand-to-hand combat.

● Samera awakened a power to
communicate with machinery. This
is kept secret from everyone except
for her immediate family.

● The Durant Empire slew Samera’s
family, with only her brother
surviving.

● Samera salvages mechanical parts
to create conventional trinkets. She
is unable to obtain a patent
because they were in hiding. Some
of her inventions were stolen.

● Samera created gadgets for
Casidus to use when he started
assisting rebel armies. Eventually,
joining the fight herself.

● Samera accompanies Casidus on a
journey to find the Eclipse Saber.

Two truths about the character One lie the character tells about themself

● She will look after her brother, no ● No one deserves to be trusted, not
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matter what. Often protecting him
from his weakness of wanting to
help people who are suffering.

● Self-reliant almost to a fault. Fears
that one day, her brother will get
himself killed, and she will be alone.

even her brother.

Appearance details Enemies

● Black Shirt, pants, and boots.
● Black hooded cloak
● Height: 5’7”
● Skin: Dark Brown
● Eyes: Black
● Hair: Black
● Build: Slim Athletic
● Face Paint: Five-Spotted Leopard
● Wears a heavy scowl and struggles

to hide it.
● Carries two standard military

blasters, two extendable short
swords, and a hidden dagger.

● The Durant Empire. They killed her
family and burned Parallax’s farms.
They threaten to make every planet
subservient to them through force
if necessary.

● ARMS race contenders are after her
brother.

● Integrations Bureau has stolen
Samera’s tech and passed it on as
theirs. Also want to silence her to
eliminate and rivals.

● Any planet or person aligned with
the Durant Empire.

● Space pirates in search of the
Eclipse Saber.

Character name: Phoenix “The Mover”
Age: 31
Place of origin: Planet Durantous

Family members and Friends Brief biography

● Father: King of Durantous
● Mother: Amara
● Moral Code:

● A coup was enacted by the Reach,
a dark cult on Durantous. When
Durantous was taken, Amara was
held captive and forced to bear the
child of the Reach Lord of
Shadows.

● Amara attempted to kill Phoenix
twice. She was forgiven by the
Reach once. The second attempt
led to her imprisonment.

● When Phoenix was 13, he tortured
Amara and killed her, satisfying the
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Reach ritual.
● He learned under the best army

Generals, later killing the man who
taught him.

● Phoenix was entrusted to lead the
Durant military faction, the
Surveyors. Tasked with taking over
planets and setting in place a
structure under the Durant Empire.

Two truths about the character One lie the character tells about themself

● Born from hatred, but loves it.
● Self-reliant almost to a fault. Fears

that one day, her brother will get
himself killed, and she will be alone.

● Born from hatred and loves it.

Appearance details Enemies

● Durant Empire Military Uniform
● Height: 6’0”
● Skin: Pale
● Eyes: Blue
● Hair: Brunette
● Build: Slim Athletic
● Wears a stone face or has a

sadistic grimace.
● Carries an extendable cudgel and a

hidden knife.

● Anyone not under the Durant
Empire.

● The Rebels
● Space pirates, unless they are

working for him.
● Casidus, for being the mystery

Rebel that continuously evades
him.

Character name: Waylen “The Hunter”
Age: 29
Place of origin: Planet Creete

Family members and Friends Brief biography

● Father: Liam
● Mother: Shannon
● Cousin: Quinn
● Loves: Samera
● Moral Code: Look after number

one.

● Waylen was born on the desolate
planet Creete. Barely having
farmland, many of the Creetians set
out to other planets to make a
living.

● Waylen’s father abandoned him and
his mother, and his mother did the
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same.
● He was raised by his uncle with his

cousin.
● His uncle passed away, and Waylen

stole enough money to escape the
planet and became known as the
Hunter.

● As the Hunter, Waylen took any task
that would fetch him a lot of cash.
Escort, theft, bounty hunting,
informant, trafficker, and even lends
his expertise to any side of the war
that is paying.

● Waylen conceals his spotty
background when he meets
Samera. Tricking both Samera and
Casidus in the end.

Two truths about the character One lie the character tells about themself

● Liars aren’t good people. And
everyone lies.

● Money is everything. I’ll live any way
I can to get my hands on it.

● There are no good people in this
universe. Everyone has a buying
price.

Appearance details Enemies

● Navy blue shirt, cachi pants, and
boots.

● Wears a blue hooded cloak
● Height: 6’1”
● Skin: White
● Eyes: Brown
● Hair: Blonde
● Build: Slim Athletic
● Wears a smile and appears

light-hearted at all times.
● Carries two custom blasters and a

hidden knife.

● Anyone acting like a hero.
● The Durant Empire
● The Rebels
● All Underground organizations


